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Abstract:-Sol  gel is one of the easiest ,simplest and economical method for the preparation of Transparent Conductive Oxide thin films. Here 

we are going to review study of Indium doped zinc oxide thin films. The film were deposited on to glass substrate at room temperature, after 

deposition of  Thin films were annealed in furnace about 4000 to 6000 , to study  structural , morphological, optical and photoluminescence. At 

high concentration of indium, the free electron density stabilizes because of increasing dopant atoms form some kind of neutral defects. The In 

atom did not contribute in free electron. The feasibility to deposit highly transparent Zinc oxide films has been demonstrated. 

__________________________________________________*****________________________________________________  

I. Introduction 

Zno Films are mostly used for to investigate transparent 

conductive oxide.  In recent years, Zinc Oxide films have 

been extensively studied due to its promising nature of 

replacing GaN in the blue and ultraviolet optoelectronic 

applications such as UV lasers, blue to UV light emitting 

diodes and UV detectors. The important properties of ZnO 

are its direct band gap of 3.37 eV at ambient temperature 

and high exciton binding energy of 60 meV which is higher 

than that of GaN (21 meV) and ZnSe (20 meV) . ZnO films 

can be deposited at a lower temperature, which is preferable 

for realizing integration of ZnO based optoelectronic 

devices using silicon-based microelectronic process. 

Moreover, it is believed that the Ga, Al and In doped ZnO 

nanostructures possess more potential for wide applications. 

TCOs are electrically conductive material which absorb low 

light. These films are used for optoelectronic devices such 

as solar cells, different display .The conductivity of TCO is 

change from semiconductor to conductor, also there is 

provision to adjust their transparency. Specially n type 

TCOs having special importance for preparation of solar 

cells. TCOs are compound semiconductor. A band gap of   

3eV are usually required for high conductivity and 

transmittance. Their are various type of thin films  are 

prepared by various technique e.g. Chemical Vapor 

Deposition Technique  (CVD), Pulsed Vapor Deposition 

Technique , Sol Gel Technique each of them having their 

own advantages. Thickness, substrategrowth,Temperature 

and dopant will play crucial role in structural, electrical and 

optical properties of thin films. 

 

 Sol gel technique offers well controlled of chemical 

composition, highly pure and this technique does not need 

any costly equipment .This system provide homogenous 

distribution of metal ions and prevented their precipitation 

from the solution.  The sol-gel process is characterized by 

different phases, namely. Hydrolysis of the precursors, 

condensation, dry- ing, sintering. Any of these phases has a 

great influence on the properties of the resulting material. In 

the recent years, there are wide applications in the sol-gel 

technique field. This application includes optoelectronic 

devices, chemical and biological sensors, electrical and 

thermal insulators, industrial materials 

 

In the preparation of Indium doped thin film solution is 

deposited on glass plate with an optimized withdrawal speed 

to give uniform layer, after deposition of thin film are dried 

at different temperature for10 to 15minute to remove 

residual solvent. The IZO films obtained from this technique 

are different from other physical and chemical technique. 

 

II. Experimental Detail:- 

 The zinc antecedent arrangement was set up by 

dissolving zinc acetic acid derivation dihydrate in 

isopropanol under nonstop mixing for 10 min. The 

utilization of metal acetic acid derivation is wanted to 

normally utilized metal alkoxide forerunners which are 

known not touchy toward dampness. In addition, smooth 

geography has been accounted for ZnO movies developed 

from zinc acetic acid derivation. Diethanolamine was 

utilized as a complexing specialist to keep the metal 

particles (zinc and indium) in homogeneous arrangement, 

which leaves adequate adaptability for the framework to 

exist homogeneously without experiencing precipitation. 

The measure of DEA in the beginning arrangement has been 

improved (DEA/Zn = 2 in molar proportion) and the last 

arrangement was 0.3 mol/l. At this stage, sufficient measure 

of indium was included from an indium forerunner answer 

for get ready IZOthin movies. The indium arrangement is 

made out of indium acetic acid derivation diethanolamine 

blend (molar proportion of DEA/In =2) in isopropanol. This 

framework is generally straightforward as it dodges the 

refluxing and refining methods figuring in the greater part of 

the plans reported for sol-gel handled movies. The ideal 

measure of DEA in the framework gave a homogeneous 

conveyance of the metalions and kept their 

isolation/precipitation from the arrangement. The testimony 

conditions being independently varied including dopant 

fixation, terminating temperature and additionally post-

statement medications which were directed at different 

temperatures. Process advancement was proficient 

fundamentally by manufacturing IZOthin movies under 

different conditions, and once reasonable hydrolysis and 

warm handling conditions had been identified, slight layers 

were deposited. Solutions were kept onto glass plates 

utilizing an optimized withdrawal pace of 5 cm/min to give 

uniform layers. After testimony, the movies were initially 

dried at100˚C for 10 min to evacuate unpredictable natural 

species and after that pyrolized at 400˚C for30 min to 

advance densification and crystallization. After pyrolysis, 

the movies were permitted to cool to room temperature. 

Chosen tests were strengthened in vacuum at 450˚C for one 
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hour to enhance their electrical properties. Strengthening at 

higher temperatures brought about dark movies.  

 

The dainty film development is done by X-beam 

examination at encompassing temperature. An Atomic Force 

Microscope used to analyze morphology of the movies. The 

electrical properties, for example, resistivity and lobby 

coefficient of the dainty film test are measured utilizing van 

der pauw technique. 

 

III. Result and Discussion 

Structural feature 

After an audit we were concentrated on X-beam 

Diffractogram of IZO movies, X-beam diffraction range for 

zinc oxide movies we have seen with all around 

characterized tops comparing to hexagonal crystalline 

structure, subsequent to doping of indium does not have 

noteworthy change . We have seen nearness of bury 

granular voids somewhat clarifies the moderately low thin 

film densities. 

 
Fig .X-ray diffraction of Zno thin film prepared by spin 

coating. 

 

IV. Electrical Properties 

In Electrical properties we can measured changes in 

electrical resistivity, Hall versatility and bearer fixation .We 

have watched that ,the resistivity diminishes pointedly with 

expansion Indium content we can acquire the least 

resistivity up to 44 Ὼ.cm. Vacuum tempering causes 

increment in both electronic versatility and electron focus 

same conduct saw with Zinc oxide movies doped with 

Aluminum.  

 

The measure of oxygen present while storing the movies by 

physical strategies can be effortlessly controlled by 

conforming the oxygen mass-stream rate which is not the 

situation for artificially arranged layers. Along these lines, 

for the last methods, the post treatment is fairly key as in the 

present case. Oxygen rich air may harm the movies by 

presenting deformities in light of the fact that In3+ particle 

pair may pull in an extra oxygen molecule which assumes 

the part of electron trap. The oxygen substance is required to 

increment with expanding CIn, which is reliable with 

Indium substituting Zinc. In this way, the achievement of 

the ensuing vacuum tempering stride in reactivating the 

Indium determined bearers will rely on upon how 

emphatically oxygen is attached to the dopant. Few 

specialists watched that oxygen content insputter gas is a 

basic parameter that chooses the electrical properties of the 

IZO movies arranged by radio frequency magnetron 

sputtering. Numerous gatherings reported that the resistivity 

of Zinc oxide doped indium meager movies increases as an 

element of warmth treatment time and temperature in 

oxygen air. Another imperative purpose behind the 

relatively low bearer densities is the permeable way of the 

sol-gel prepared layers (low refractive lists). Albeit denser 

movies are gotten after post-affidavit treatment, their 

refractive lists stay underneath that reported for zinc oxide 

single gem. The lessening in film thickness by toughening is 

an aftereffect of film densification i.e. generally higher 

refractive indices. In perspective of the previous dialog, 

obviously the upgraded electrical conductivity after vacuum 

annealingis because of the combined impact of film 

densification and decline in the centralization of nonpartisan 

deformities.  

 

Since scrambling at ionized imperfections can't be 

maintained a strategic distance from i.e. high estimations of 

n are required, research in the field of transparent 

conductors ought to be coordinated towards investigating 

new materials with high electronic portability. Binary, 

ternary and quaternary oxides in light of the relationship of 

those right now being used speak to a conceivable 

alternative. In the most recent decade, numerous specialists 

have been concentrating on different oxide blends. 

 

V. Conclusion of review 

We have studied sol gel technique for the preparation of 

Transperant Conductive Thin Films, which is cheapest 

amongst all. It is concluded that Indium acts as effective 

donor in Zno. The qualities of resultant material are changes 

with processing parameters. The Conductivity of thin films 

are strongly on heat treatment. Vacuum annealing treatment 

is used to reduced resistivitiesIt was determined that the out-

diffusion of oxygen during the sample vacuum annealing 

was a determinant factor directly associated with the 

electrical activity of the dopant. Regardless of their nature 

and composition, the presence of neutral defects may play a 

decisive role that justifies the regress of the measured 

mobility especially at high indium content. Relatively more 

densely packed films are obtained when subjected to 

vacuum annealing regardless of the dopant level. Very 

transparent films can be obtained. The band gapshift 

remains below that theoretically predicted, probably due to 

the high concentration of neutral impurities. The effect of 

these impurities on band-gap narrowing should be 

considered with the electron-electron and electron-ion 

scattering. 
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